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Abstract
The intense activity on Enceladus suggests a differ-
entiated interior consisting of a rocky core, an inter-
nal ocean and an icy mantle. However, topography
and gravity data suggests large heterogeneity in the
interior, possibly related to significant core topogra-
phy. In the present study, we investigated the con-
sequences of collisions with large impactors on the
core shape. We performed impact simulations us-
ing the code iSALE2D considering large differentiated
impactors with radius ranging between 25 and 100
km and impact velocities ranging between 0.24 to 2.4
km/s, which are representative of impact events during
the end of Enceladus’ accretion. Our results show that
if enough energy is available, part of the Enceladus’
core is excavated which leads to a negative topogra-
phy anomaly surrounded by a small positive anomaly.
Among the icy mantle and the rocky core porosities,
only the second one influences the post-impact rocky
core shape. However, its influence as well as the influ-
ence of a thick sub-surface water ocean is less signif-
icant compared to the impact velocity or the impactor
radius. Hence, constraining precisely the rocky core
morphology is more likely to inform on the late accre-
tionary conditions (i.e. impact velocity and impactor
size) than on the internal structure and mechanical be-
haviour of Enceladus.

1. Introduction
Despite its small size (R=252 km), Saturn’s moon
Enceladus is one of the most geologically active body
of the Solar System. This activity, concentrated at the
south pole [1], implies a warm interior, consistent with
a liquid water layer underneath the ice shell and a dif-
ferentiated interior [2, 3]. The global shape data show
a depression at the south pole [4]. It has been proposed
that the dichotomy between the north and south hemi-
spheres may be the result of asymmetry in core shape
[5]. [5] proposed three hypotheses to explain the pos-

sible irregularity of Enceladus’ rocky core: accretional
melting of the outer region of the icy moon associated
with the degree-one instability; accretion of icy pro-
tomoons around irregular rock chunks; and collisional
merger of two previously differentiated protomoons.
Here we test the latter hypothesis by investigating the
consequences of the collision of a large differentiated
impactor on the shape of Enceladus’ core.

2. Impact modeling
To constrain the consequences of large-scale impacts
on Enceladus, we simulated head-on collisions of dif-
ferentiated impactors with size ranging between 50
and 200 km using the iSALE2D shock physics code
[6]. From these simulations, we tracked the evolu-
tion of rock fragments coming from the impactor and
the impact-induced modification of Enceladus’s core
shape. In particular, we quantified the sensitivity in
these outcomes to key model parameters, such as im-
pactor velocity and radius, as well as structure and
mechanical properties of Enceladus’ interior (porosity,
strength, temperature profile, core size, presence of an
internal ocean).

3. Results
Fig. 1 shows characteristic simulations with (vimp=10
vesc, Rimp=25 km), (vimp=10 vesc, Rimp=75 km)
and (vimp= vesc, Rimp=75 km). After such events,
a large volume of Enceladus’ mantle is displaced or
escapes the orbit of the icy moon. To get a quanti-
tative measure of deformation induced by the impact
event, we monitor the plastic strain experienced by the
impacted material. As represented in Fig. 1, the icy
material is highly disturbed by the impact and most of
the plastic deformation occurs in this layer. For the
largest impact velocities (Fig. 1, left and middle), de-
formation also occurs at the top of the rocky core and
leads to the formation of a depression. The material re-
moved from the depression is displaced in a very small
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uplift of the core, surrounding the depression.
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Figure 1: Material repartition (left column) and to-
tal plastic deformation (right column) as a function
of time (from top to bottom) on Enceladus for 3
impact cases: (vimp=10 vesc, Rimp=25 km), (left),
(vimp=10 vesc, Rimp=75 km) (centre) and (vimp=
vesc, Rimp=75 km) (right)

We have used numerical impact simulations to
examine the behaviour of an Enceladus’ rocky core
after an impact with a differentiated proto-moon with
size ratios ranging between 0.1 and 0.4 and impact
velocities ranging between 0.24 to 2.4 km/s. Our
results show that depending on these two impact
parameters, the post-impact shape of the target body’s
rocky core can exhibit negative or positive topograph-
ical features. If enough energy is available, part of the
Enceladus’ core is excavated which leads to a negative
topography anomaly surrounded by a small positive
anomaly. Otherwise the impactor’s core spreads
above the target body’s core and leads to a positive
topographic anomaly. Ultimately, for impactors larger
than 150 km and/or impact velocities ≥ 10 vesc, the
target body’s core is disrupted and a substantial part
of the icy mantle is irreversibly removed from the icy
moon.

Among the icy mantle and the rocky core porosi-
ties, only the second one influences the post-impact

rocky core shape. However, its influence is less signif-
icant compared to the impact velocity or the impactor
radius. This conclusion also stands for the minimum
strength of the impacted material. On the contrary, the
presence of a thick sub-surface water ocean tends to
reduce deformation of the rocky core during the im-
pact.

4. Conclusions
Constraining precisely the rocky core morphology is
more likely to inform on the late accretionary con-
ditions (i.e. impact velocity and impactor size) than
on the internal structure and mechanical behaviour of
Enceladus. For a better comprehension of the post-
impact rocky core shape, more sophisticated (i.e. 3D)
simulations are required to include the impact angle
effect.
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